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Trump kicks off 2020
race with robust rally

Saharan
dust dries
up chance
for storms
Weekend should
be dry, but forecasters
caution: season is
long and it's no excuse
not to be prepared
By Kimberly Miller
The Palm Beach Post

Love protest began with
music, dancing and filling
the Baby Trump balloon.
One woman donned an
oversized Trump head and
posed for photos. Margaret
Melanie Gold carried the
2-inch-thick Mueller
report with her.
“I just have a feeling he
will never be held accountable,” said Gold, adding
that she had not finished
reading the report. “It’s like
whatever happens, it never
goes anywhere.”
About an hour into the
event, the rally turned ugly
whenaTrumpsupporterwith
a megaphone began shouting at the protesters. He was
quicklyjoinedbyotherTrump
supporters and members of
the Proud Boys, a far-right
men's organization based in
the United States that promotes political violence.

The first massive plume
of Saharan dust is painting a
gritty path across the Atlantic
basin whispering drier days
for South Florida and discouraging the early formation
of storms along the tropical
runway west of Africa.
On Tuesday, the reach of
the aerosolized desert air had
engulfed Hispaniola on a trek
that is forecast to take it under
the Bermuda High.
The drier atmosphere
should help decrease rain
chances beginning Thursday.
South Florida Water
Management District meteorologists said it’s possible
no measurable rain will fall
Friday and Saturday.
“Most of it will stay to
the south, but we’re going
to get clipped by it and that
will reduce the chances of
thunderstorms,” said Barry
Baxter, a meteorologist with
the National Weather Service
in Miami, about the Saharan
dust. “We’ll also see a little bit
of a milky color in the sky. It
won’t be the pure blue we’re
used to.”
This is the season for
Saharan dust flare-ups as
strong easterly winds streak
toward the Caribbean. While
the dust and accompanying
wind shear tempers tropical cyclone formation, the
storms in the thickest part
of its path — the big Cabo
Verde systems — typically
don’t start growing until
mid-July, said Jason Dunion,
a University of Miami meteorologist who monitors
Saharan dust outbreaks.
“The Saharan air layer season
is quickly ramping up and right
on cue,” Dunion said Monday.
“TheCaribbeanballoonsoundings from last night and this
morning are showing just how
hostile that outbreak is.”
The balloon soundings are
tests of the air at different levels
in the atmosphere, including
temperature and moisture.
Dunion said very dry air —
roughly half of what’s normal
for moisture levels in the tropics — is occurring between
5,000 and 18,000 feet.
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President Donald Trump arrives to speak at his reelection kickoff rally Tuesday at the Amway Center in Orlando. [EVAN VUCCI/ASSOCIATED PRESS]

‘A nation must care
for its own citizens
first,’ president tells
rapturous crowd
By Zac Anderson
GateHouse Florida

Standing on a red, white
and blue stage with “Make
America Great Again!”
written in big white letters,
Trump said he has made
good progress on his campaign promises from 2016
and is eager to keep fighting the same fights through
2020 and beyond.
“Together we’re breaking the most sacred rule in
Washington politics, we are
keeping our promise to the
American people,” Trump
said.
The president led off his
speech by declaring that
he started a “great political movement,” adding
that it’s a movement that
believes “a nation must
care for its own citizens
first.”
The crowd in the
20,000-seat arena showered Trump with applause

More inside
Former employees of
Trump's New Jersey and
New York golf clubs, here
illegally, meet in Orlando,
reject his characterization
of immigrants. A13

and chants of “USA”
and “four more years,”
showing the thrill is definitely not gone for many
Trump fans four years
after the president first
announced in Trump
Tower that he would seek
the White House.
The past four years have
been among the most
tumultuous in modern
American politics, with a
controversial campaign
giving way to a chaotic
administration that has
been under fire from the
beginning, the most serious accusations stemming
from special counsel Robert
Mueller’s investigation into
whether the Trump campaign colluded with Russia.
See RALLY, A2

Trump fans, foes clash
outside of rally hall
Orlando police make
two arrests as shouting
match becomes
shoving match
By Christine Stapleton,
Zac Anderson and
Mark Harper
The Palm Beach Post

ORLANDO — A day of
fanfare briefly turned tense
Tuesday evening when
President Donald Trump's
supporters and members of
the alt-right, neo-fascist
Proud Boys held a standoff
with anti-Trump protesters. Police stepped in and
made two arrests.
Several hundred Trump
protesters with a smattering
of interests — pro-choice,
anti-gun, Puerto Rico and
LGBTQ — attended a rally
outside a gay bar Tuesday
afternoon while thousands
of Trump supporters gathered nearby. The Win with

Church must return $2M donated from Ponzi scheme
By Jane Musgrave
The Palm Beach Post

WEST PALM BEACH — A
suburban West Palm Beach
church and two of its top
pastors should be prepared to
turn over nearly $2 million in
donations they received from
a parishioner who is accused
of running a $30 million Ponzi
scheme, a federal judge has
ruled.
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In a 29-page decision released last week,
U.S. District Judge Robin
Rosenberg set the stage for
Winners Church and pastors Frederick and Whitney
Shipman to be forced to turn
over the money that federal regulators say rightfully
belongs to hundreds of victims of a far-flung diamond
and cryptocurrency scam.
“This is huge,” said
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attorney Jeffrey Schneider,
who was appointed to recover
money for those who were
bilked by Winners Church
member Jose Aman and his
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business partners, Harold and
Jonathan Seigel. “I imagine I’ll
be in possession of the funds
in fairly short order.”
Rosenberg rejected the
Shipmans’ claims that they
and the 3,000-member
church on Jog Road were
entitled to keep the ill-gotten gains because state law
exempts donations to religious organizations from
seizure.
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The Shipmans clearly
can’t cash in on the religious
exemption because they are
individuals, not institutions,
she wrote. The Pentacostal
church can’t benefit from the
exemption either because the
money is being sought by the
U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission. Federal, not
state, law applies, she ruled.
See SCHEME, A11
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CHEESY
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Puff pastry and
Parmesan combine
for a perfect snack.
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AL FRESCO
AWARD
Farmer’s Table in
Boca Raton makes
the grade with
outdoor dining
enthusiasts.

On the “Summer Social Hour” menu at 1000 North in Jupiter: pimento cheese toast. [PROVIDED BY WAVELENGTH]

CRAVEABLE
COCKTAILS

Deals on meals

Three recipes to
get you through the
long, hot summer.

Restaurants offering up enticing specials for the summer. Page D4
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Buccan’s Chef Clay Conley brings back his summer fried chicken special. On Sundays through September, three pieces of chicken with specialty sides (collards, baked beans,
mashed potatoes, biscuits) are $27. [PROVIDED BY BUCCAN]

Hot dining deals for summer
By Liz Balmaseda
The Palm Beach Post

Something to really
love about June: The
summer dining deals are
returning.
1000 North
Take 1000 North's
summer social hour,
which kicked off
Monday. The usually pricey spot on the
Jupiter waterfront is
offering some tasty
discounts on weekdays from 3 to 6 p.m.
Pair some prime burger
sliders ($9) with a draft
beer ($5), or take your
pick from the small but
varied menu, and get a
side of water views.
1000 US1, Jupiter;
561-570-1000
Buccan
Buccan's Chef Clay
Conley brings back
his summer fried
chicken special. Every
Sunday night through
September, you can get
three pieces of crispy,
buttermilk-tender
chicken with specialty
sides (like collards,
baked beans, mashed
potatoes, biscuits) for
$27.
350 S. County
Road, Palm Beach;
561-833-3450

On the “Summer Social Hour” menu at 1000 North in
Jupiter: Maryland Blue crab cake. [PROVIDED BY WAVELENGTH]

Meat Market
Steak Sundays are
back at Meat Market
Palm Beach. During
summer months,
Sunday diners get any of
the restaurant's signature steaks at half price.
191 Bradley Place, Palm
Beach; 561-354-9800
Avocado Grill
On Sundays, Avocado
Grill offers two-for-one

Avocado Grill’s Miso-Glazed Chilean Sea Bass with
caramelized soy brussels sprouts, baby carrot, beech
mushroom and crispy lotus root. [ALLEN EYESTONE/THE PALM
BEACH POST]

large plates in West
Palm and Palm Beach
Gardens locations.
125 Datura St,
West Palm Beach;

561-623-0822 or 11701
Lake Victoria Gardens
Ave #4105, Palm Beach
Gardens; 561-766-2430

ABOVE: On Sundays at
Meat Market, steaks
denoted as “signature” on
the menu are half price,
including the ribeye.
[PROVIDED BY MEAT MARKET]

